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ORGANIZATION

Whether we are talking about the circuits of the computer, the steps
of a procedure, or the reasons for buying a product, understanding
depends on seeing how ideas are related and how parts fit together.
Thus, we need a clear, graphic organization that lets a user deal in
concrete images rather than emphemeral abstractions (340). Such a
visual organization provides a framework into which details can be
readily assimilated (341) and makes information easier to understand
and to remember (123; 340).

To see the importance of making
relationships clear, compare the
difficulty of memorizing these two
lists of words:
ash banyan buttercup chestnut
conifers daisy dandelion deciduous
delphinium elm flowers garden lupin
mango palm pansy pine plants
redwood rose spruce trees tropical
violet wild willow

The techniques discussed in this chapter use horizontal and vertical
position, proximity, borders, lines, marks, and labels to express
relationships of sequence, control, causality, physical and electrical
connection, and ranking.

masonry
stones
precious
minerals
alloys

PATTERNS OF LINKAGES
To make organization clear you must have a clear organization—a
simple, familiar pattern of relationships among the parts of a system.
Sometimes that pattern is determined by the design of the system. In

metals

common

rare

limestone
granite
marble
sapphire
emerald
diamond
ruby
bronze
steel
brass
aluminum
copper
lead
iron
platinum
silver
gold
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certain systems one pattern or another may predominate or be the
only pattern permitted. In other systems, especially ones that are
conceptual rather than physical, it is up to you to fit information into
a simple, logical pattern for the viewer. In most cases you must
compromise between the patterns suggested by the subject, those
most efficient for the task, and those easiest for the user to
comprehend. Although no complex system has a single, pure, and
simple structure, most can be described as combinations of a few
simple models.

Chain
Chain

The simplest is the sequence. Item follows item. The reader has two
choices: to go forward or to go backward. Though monotonously
predictable, the chain is perfectly reliable. Because it is so safe and
sane, the chain is the backbone of most textual documents; it is also
implicit in processes and procedures.

Grid
Grid

The grid or orthogonal structure organizes and presents information
along two logical dimensions. The reader can read down the columns
or can skim along the row to compare various items. The ubiquitous
grid is a permanent and familiar part of our psyche; we see it
embodied in spreadsheets, tables, game boards, street plans,
marching bands, and the rank and file of the workplace. This
familiarity makes it a popular way of adding another dimension to
structure without great loss of predictability.

Tree
Tree

The same familiarity is also true for the tree structure. The simple
hierarchy is the basis for classification and management. The
Vatican, the Kremlin, the Pentagon, and General Motors all have
hierarchical management structures. We see the tree structure in the
3.4.5 style of numbered headings common in technical manuals.
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Web
Web

The web structure is the ultimate in flexibility. Anything can be
linked to anything else; associations are not bound to strict rules as
for the other structures. The power of the web structure is that with it
the designer can construct the other simpler structures, as well as
special ad hoc structures, such as cycles, stars, and diamonds. The
danger, however, with the web structure is that it quickly grows
complex, resembling nothing so much as a bowl of spaghetti.

TEXT LISTS
Whether probing the limits of machine intelligence or making a
shopping list, we rely on the simple organizing principle of the list.
The list is fundamental to our language, even our experience of life.
We progress through a succession of days, reason through a chain of
events, pursue a train of thoughts, solve a string of crimes. Lists help
regulate our lives and jog our memories. Who has not relied on
laundry lists, shopping lists, wish lists, or to-do lists?

What are text lists?
The most common kinds of lists are display text lists. These all
display a series of short text segments in a vertical stack with each
item preceded by a visual marker. The marker is a symbol that
provides an easy scanning target so the eye can reliably “fastforward” to the next item in the series without reading through all the
previous items. It provides a conspicuous flag of the beginning of the
next item.

Format of a text list

Marker

Block of text

Why use text lists?
You might question including lists in a book on graphics. After all,
lists, especially word lists, are hardly graphics at all. Yet they are
quite important in a book like this for several reasons:
• Lists are the simplest of graphical forms. They are the easiest to
understand and create.
• Lists occur as components of other graphics, such as column and
row heads of tables and as the scales of graphs and charts.

“Lists help readers find information quickly
and easily because readers can scan lists
more quickly than they can scan paragraphs.
Readers can also extract information more
easily from lists than paragraphs.” (58, p.
218)
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• Lists can be used in word-only documents where no other
graphical form is possible.
• Text lists are the most effective way to present several short
pieces of information, especially to novice users (153). They are
understood more quickly and remembered better than the same
information in body text.

How text lists work
The list format tells the reader at a glance that it is a list, what type of
list it is, how many items it contains, and how long the items
are (58). Transitions and organization are signaled by blank space
and indentation rather than by words or punctuation (167). Each item
is usually preceded by a visual marker. These visual markers:
• Help the eye to quickly find the beginning of the next item
• Signal the type of list: bullet, numbered, checklist
• Show how many items are in the list, especially if the items are
closely spaced
• Convey information about each item, for instance, its order in
sequence or ranking

Format of text lists
Avoid run-on lists
No

No

xxx xxxx xxx xx
xxxx xxx
xxxx xxx xxxx
xxx xx xxxx
xxx xxxx xxx
xxxx xxx xx xxxx
xxx xxxx xxx
xxxx xxx
xx xxxx xxx
xxxx

xxx xxxx xxx
xx xxxx xxx
xxxx xxx
xxxx xxx xx xxxx
xxx xxxx xxx
xxxx xxx xx xxxx
xxx xxxx xxx
xxxx xxx
xx xxxx xxx
xxxx

Popular style guides and experts are either evasive or contradictory
on the subject of text lists (246). The following suggestions, though
not universally accepted, seem to represent an intelligent
compromise among common practice, common sense, and expert
opinion (58; 246; 335; 337).
Introduce list
with phrase or
sentence

Capitalize
first word

OK, if space is tight

xxx xxxx xxx xx
xxxx xxx xxxx
xxx xxxx xxx xx
xxxx xxx xxxx
xxx xxxx xxx xx
xxxx xxx xxxx
xxx xxxx xxx xx
xxxx xxx xxxx

End with
colon

Digi-Vide-O includes:
l Cables to connect to
your VCR
l Digital signalprocessing board

Right-align
symbol

l Programs to edit
video signals
Align
run-over
lines to first
word

Leave one half to
one line of blank
space between
items
Omit ending
punctuation if all
items are phrases
Leave
ends
ragged
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Do not indent the marker into the body of the list item as is often
done with flush and run-on lists. If space is tight you may run list
items together in a paragraph format, while making the marker
bolder so it stands out from the text. Keep the marker small, no
larger than a capital M, but make it prominent enough that the eye
can easily find the beginning of each item.
Don’t interrupt lists with graphics or make subordinate information
more prominent than the list items. Doing so splits the list and
makes it harder to scan.
The marker signifies the type of list and how the items are related.
Marker

Used for…

Notes

(None)

Very simple
equivalent items

If all items are less than a line, you
may omit the symbol (335).

Bullet

Equivalent items
without
sequence,
ranking, or
ordering (58;
246)

Instead of the standard bullet markers,
you can substitute a simple visual
symbol that conveys more information
about the list item. For instance a list of
office activities might include:

Number

Step-by-step
procedure or set
of ratings (58;
208)

Use letters if the list items are
numbers (58).

Check box

Lists where the
reader must
consider all
items (58)

Because a checklist can be used only
once, you may want to use a numbered
list for step-by-step procedures that are
repeated.

Word

Definitions of
terms

Position and align terms to speed
scanning.

7.

For short lists you can precede each
step with an increasing number of
bullets (180):
• Step one
•• Step two
••• Step three

Multilevel indented lists
We can extend the format of text lists beyond the limits of the simple
chain to include tree structures as well. Such multilevel lists use
indentation to show multiple levels of abstraction, inclusion, or
detail.

Don’t split lists
No

Yes
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Multilevel bullet list
•

First level
- Second level
- Second level
• First level
- Second level
- Second level
- Second level
Multilevel numbered list
1. First level
a. Second level
(1) Third level
(a) Fourth level

Consider sublists for lists over five items (58). Multilevel lists let
people find individual items quicker. The reader finds it easier to
read an indented list than to scan a table. A hierarchical search
involves only one point of attention. For quicker scanning, make
subordinate heads complete, even if this requires some redundancy
with higher-level heads (346).
In general, limit lists to no more than three or four levels. Use endashes (–) or hyphens (-) to label the second level in a bullet list. In a
numbered list use these symbols: 1., A., (1), and (a).

Make list items consistent
List logically comparable items and format them similarly.
Present items of the same type. Do not mix logical categories
within the items of a list. Violation of this rule can produce
confusion ... or humor, as in Mark Twain's classic summary of his
life:
I have been in turn reporter, editor, publisher, lawyer, burglar. I have
worked my way up and wish to continue to do so.

Or Groucho Marx's definition of an ordinary fellow:
42 around the chest, 42 around the waist, 96 around the golf course and
a nuisance around the house.

Present items in the same grammatical and pictorial style.
Remember that lists are scanned more than read and any elegant
variation may obscure the meaningful differences the viewer
depends on to distinguish similar items (246).

Complete the list
Often careless or lazy writers test our intelligence and patience by
asking us to interpret statements such as:
The control panel contains knobs, etc.

This is like trying to geometrically define a straight line by giving
only one point. The line can go in any direction. And so will the
reader's imagination, unless clearly pointed in the correct direction.
Almost as ambiguous is a statement such as:
The repair kit contains 100-ohm resistors, screwdrivers, a log
book, and so forth.
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Keep the list short
Lists work best for sequences of three to nine items. Fewer than that,
and there is little advantage over the paragraph format. More than
that, and the list looks intimidating and is hard to remember (210). If
the series is longer than nine items, consider rearranging it as a
multilevel list of sublists or else presenting it in alphabetical or
numerical order to simplify finding individual items.

Order the list meaningfully
Order items in the list to accomplish your most important point.
Arbitrary order or no order is do-it-yourself order. If the order is not
apparent, the reader will impose an order on the list. The order the
reader imagines may not be the one you intended. Pick a clear
strategy for ordering the list and make the order clear.
For this purpose …

Present items in this order …

Teach location of
controls on a panel or
display

Spatially, left to right, top to bottom, or
clockwise as in the user’s field of vision

Teach use of controls

Chronologically by order of use in most common
procedures

Describe a process

Chronologically from beginning to end; logically
from cause to effect

Spell out a procedure

Chronologically from first step to last—save the
flashbacks and time travel for your science
fiction novel

Convince or persuade

Climactic from least to most convincing;
“clincher” order, that is, from more to less
convincing, but saving the strongest item for last

Sell a product

Logically from general feature to specific benefit

Have information
remembered after
some delay

From most to least important

Have information
applied immediately

From least to most important
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Enable user to scan and Indexed order, arranged alphabetically or
find items in a long list numerically. Use alphabetical lists only as a last
resort. Users find information more quickly when
arranged by familiar categories (346).
Compare and contrast
items

Ranked from best to worst

Explain a puzzling
phenomenon, such as
an error message

Logically from effect to cause

If the order is not readily apparent, explain it in the introduction to
the list.

TABLES
For over 5,500 years people have used tables to organize complex
information into neat rows and columns. The basic grid structure of
the table permeates technological civilizations which march by rank
and file and lay out their cities into a grid of blocks. No wonder,
then, that tables are a natural way to organize many separate pieces
of information needed by computer users.

How tables work
Searching a table
Head Head Head Head Head Head
Stub item
item
item
item
item
Stub item
item
item
item
item
Stub item
item
item
item
item
Stub item
item
item
item
item
Stub item
item
item
item item
Stub item
item
item
item
item
Stub item
item
item
item
item

Tables ingeniously let the impatient reader zip right to the single
nugget of information while bypassing everything else. By merely
scanning two lists of headings—one horizontal and one vertical—the
reader locates the information sought at the intersection of a row and
a column. Likewise from row and column position, viewers can infer
qualities of table entries and can accurately interrelate many concepts
at a time (106).
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When to use tables
Whenever items can be arranged by two characteristics, you can
organize them into a grid and present them in a table. Tables work
well for both small and large sets of data. They can summarize a few
data items or provide reference to thousands. Use tables to:
• Present a large amount of detailed information in a small
space (315).
• Facilitate detailed, item-to-item comparisons (223).
• Show individual data values precisely (149).
• Simplify access to individual data values (50).

Design headings for scanning
Place in the column and row headings information that is unique to
the row or column and that applies to all its members. If information
is too long or detailed to go in the heading, put it into a table note
and cite the note in the heading.
Tables can include multiple levels of column and row headings. If
the table contains more than one level of column headings, let the
main heading span subheadings. Include a line under the main
heading. Extend the underline from the beginning of the first column
to the end of the last column covered. Always leave visible space
between the underlines of adjacent columns (81). Indent subordinate
row headings. Indent them more than continued lines of
headings (192).

Two-level column heads
Column head
Subhead Subhead

Two-level row heads
Row head
Subhead
Subhead
Row head that
is continued
Subhead
Subhead

Place an ellipsis (…) after any header continued in other headings or
in the body of the table.
Design tables so that all columns, including the leftmost, have
headings. The leftmost column heading labels the row headings
below it, not the other column headings to its right (81; 118).
If table headings are boxed, center them vertically. If unboxed,
center them flush bottom near the start of the columns they
label (81).

Column head
Subhead Subhead

Areas of a table
Column
heads
Row
heads

Body
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Minimize lines
Seldom necessary
Column
head

Column
head

Column
head

Column
head

Row head

Item

Item

Item

Row head

Item

Item

Item

Row head

Item

Item

Item

Row head

Item

Item

Item

Avoid the fish-net school of table design. Excessive lines make a
table harder, not easier, to read (118). So do without them if you can;
use thin lines if you must (314).
Since space is usually adequate to show functional groupings in a
table, lines are seldom required. Add lines only as they seem
necessary:
• To separate title, heads, body, and notes

Often sufficient

• To show the extent of a heading spanning multiple columns

Column
head

Column
head

Column
head

Column
head

Row head

Item

Item

Item

• To show logical groupings

Row head

Item

Item

Item

Row head

Item

Item

Item

• To separate closely spaced columns

Row head

Item

Item

Item

• To guide the eye.

Make tables accessible
To find information in a table, the user must formulate a question in
terms of the table’s row and column heads. Success, then, depends
on how well the table’s organization anticipates the user’s
questions (346).
Arrange rows and columns to make finding an individual item in the
table simple and natural (86). Order rows and columns by a clear,
logical scheme that the reader can readily grasp and use to quickly
locate the appropriate column and row headings.
In tables, group similar items so viewers can compare them and see
logical relationships (346). Make items in a row or column parallel in
form and logical category (138). Information may vary by column or
by row—but not both at the same time. Especially avoid unnecessary
changes of units: for example, switching from inches to centimeters.
Use chronological order for information recorded in sequence or by
date or time. Put more important and more frequently accessed items
toward the top and left so they are found more quickly. Arrange
major and subordinate items in order from whole to parts. Group
together items of the same type or size. Place items that will be
compared close together. Put comparable numbers in a column so
they can be compared or summed digit by digit. Put pictures and
words side by side (51).
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Style for scanning
Keep columns close together

Never space out the columns of a table merely to fill out a text
column. Space columns for legibility and either center or left-justify
the table within the text column (335). Gaps between columns should
be no more than three to five times the distance between lines. To
achieve this ratio, stack column heads, run them vertically, or use a
moderately condensed typeface. If you cannot closely space
columns, increase the space between rows.

No

Yes

If the layout of a table is awkward, consider switching rows and
columns (161). If a table has too many headings and subheads,
consider breaking it into two or more tables (192). If a table is too
wide, try converting columns to rows (335).
In tables that are scanned, such as tables of error messages,
emphasize the differences between individual headings and entries
so users can locate the sought after item quickly. In such tables,
show items with only two or three possible values graphically rather
than as separate columns for each alternative.

Emphasize the differences
Model
3841
3851
3861

Unless obvious, flag and explain missing data. Indicate missing data
with words such as “none” or “not applicable” or with a symbol such
as a dash (81; 223).

Good

Model
3841
3851
3861

Common types of tables

No
Better

Best

Yes
Quality

The remainder of this segment considers the design of specific types
of tables.
Look-up-a-value tables
Most tables are designed to let the reader quickly find one single
value. In such tables the reader scans the row and column headings
for those that describe the target item. The desired information is
then located at the intersection of the row and column bearing these
headings.
For such tables, design column and row headings for scanning. Make
them distinctive and keep them short. Use column and row headings
and subheadings to express a hierarchy of choices. Use blank space
or lines to guide the eye horizontally and vertically about the table.
Consistency of formats and alignment within columns and rows help
guide the reader's eye and emphasize the logic and organization of
the table.

Example of look-up-a-value table
Model

Switch settings
Memory
640K
2Mb

8Mb

2860

1

2

3

3860

4

5

6

4860

7

8

9
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Decision and selection tables
Example of a selection table

File format
.PDX
.QDZ

Color?
No
Yes
No
Yes

Decision tables guide the reader in making complex decisions. They
simplify selecting one alternative from many possibilities. They
summarize if-then conditions in a way that the reader can quickly
and reliably identify the current situation and decide how to proceed.
Such tables can thus summarize long, complex sets of instructions.
They are ideal for quick reference or summary. (Decision and
selection tables are described in Chapter 7).

Option
PX
PCOLOR
QZ
QCOLOR

Matrix tables
Example of a matrix table
CPU

Cambricomp System Boards
Speed
20MHz
202C
302C
402C

68020
68030
68040

30MHz
230C
330C
430C

40MHz
240C
340C
440C

Matrix shows interrelationships
From
A
B
C
D
E

A
-

B

To
C

D

Any diagram can be represented as a matrix with one row and one
column for each object and their relationship posted at the
intersection (24). If every item is related to every other one, use the
matrix table. If interrelationships are sparse, use a diagram (223).
In matrix tables that show reciprocal relationships, you can usually
omit half the table and rearrange the rows and columns to simplify
reading (81).

-

DIAGRAMS

Simplify matrix
E
A
B
C
D

E

Matrix charts are grids in which the row and column headers are
uniformly spaced scales or categories and each cell presents
information about the combination of values represented by the cell.
The periodic table of the elements is an example of a matrix table. In
addition to looking up a value, the viewer can read the table from
inside out. The viewer locates a familiar item in the matrix and then
deduces its characteristics by its row and column and by its
neighbors.

D

C

B

Diagrams show how pieces work together. Since they express
relationships, they are especially suited to showing how various
components of a system interact. Diagrams connect items in
recognizable patterns or topologies, such as chains, rings, trees, and
webs.
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Diagrams used alongside text help reveal the structure of
information. Displaying relationships two-dimensionally this way
helps users understand complex relationships more easily (178; 340)
and classify ideas more reliably (340).
Diagrams also enable designers to exchange ideas and plan massive
projects. And because diagrams promote clear thinking, they can
speed the work and improve the quality of a design.

Symbol-link diagrams
Symbol-link diagrams are the most versatile way for showing any
pattern of conceptual relationships. They are widely used in technical
documents and readers are well acquainted with their conventions.
They are especially appropriate when many concepts are tied
together by a sparse network of relationships. If every concept is
related to every other, consider a matrix table instead (223).
How symbol-link diagrams work
Symbol-link diagrams consist of symbols, which represent the
objects of the system, and links, which represent the relationships
among them. Symbols may be pictures, icons, dots, boxes, and
words; links are lines and arrows.
Create recognizable symbols
Symbols represent the objects or key concepts of a system. They can
be a combination of:

“The essential purpose of a diagram is to
analyze or break down an object or event
into its parts, rather than merely describing it
verbally or representing it photographically.
The complete picture is therefore either
stylized, cut up, or dissected, so that a
construction, a mechanism, or a function can
be explained.” (97, p. 229)
Block diagram of a computer
Monitor

• Detailed pictures
• Silhouettes or icons of familiar objects

Memory

Processor

Disk

Keyboard

Mouse

• Solid or outlined geometric shapes
• Words
• Points
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Simplify symbols when showing patterns

Use realistic, detailed drawings for symbols in diagrams to highlight
critical characteristics and to aid low-verbal learners (201; 340). If a
diagram mixes hardware and software or concrete and abstract, use
more detailed, realistic, three-dimensional symbols for concrete and
tangible objects and use simple, geometric shapes for abstract
concepts and software constructs. If only the pattern of relationships
among objects is important, use only dots or squares for the objects
and make the illustration quite small.
Use larger symbols for more important objects in a diagram. Do not
use so many symbols that the reader cannot easily learn and
remember the meaning of the symbols. More than five or six basic
symbols is too many.

Label symbols
Label
inside
Label beside

Label all symbols. The more abstract or schematic the diagram, the
more it relies on text labels for explanation (97). Put labels next to or
within the visual image they label. Put labels inside hollow shapes
unless they will not fit. If space does not permit a complete label,
place a short label in or near the shape and use a footnote to provide
more information.
Draw links to show relationships
Links connect symbols. Each symbol should be connected to at least
one other symbol. Links express the relationships of the system. The
pattern of linkages among symbols is the message of the diagram.
Each link is like a sentence expressing a relationship between two
items of the system. Links can show relationships in one direction, in
both directions, or in no particular direction. Links are represented
by lines and optional terminal symbols and labels.
Various types of connections can be shown by using different types
of lines. You can vary or restrict the following:
• Weight or width of the line. Use heavier lines for more powerful
or important relationships.
• Number of lines. Use double lines for primary relationships and
single lines for secondary relationships.
• Style of line. Use solid lines for primary and concrete
relationships. Use dashed and dotted lines for secondary or
abstract relationships. Use the line pattern to distinguish between
a few different types of relationships.
• Curvature or direction of the line. Straight lines suggest
directness; jagged lines, excitement; fluid curves, smooth
transition. You may also vary direction and curvature to make
lines easier to distinguish and to follow.
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If the diagram contains different types of lines, label them (201).
Keep the labels horizontal if possible. Place the label next to the link.
Do not use arrows to connect labels to links. In some cases, however,
it may be necessary to run the text along the link. Avoid curving text.
Rotate the entire label, not its individual letters.
The shapes of the ends of bars and lines can reveal the nature of the
link symbolized by the line. Terminators are small symbols at the
ends of lines that further qualify relationships; for example, arrow
heads show direction of a relationship.

Te
x

ta

lo n

ga

lin
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Show direction of relationships

Arrange symbols for meaning
In arranging symbols in the diagram, use position and proximity to
express or reinforce relationships among objects (340; 341).
Arrange objects with respect to their analogous real-world
positions, orientations, and directions. Pay special attention to
objects that are typically above or below the viewer’s horizon.
Arrange objects in diagrams by the “semantic distance” between
them. Put similar and closely related items close together. Put
more distant concepts farther apart.
Put more general or powerful concepts “over” more specific or
less powerful concepts.
Put central concepts in the center. This will draw attention to
them first and then let the eye explore related concepts.
Arrange sequential concepts in a line and cyclical ones in a loop.
If in doubt about placement of objects, follow the natural word
order of the language.
Simplify and clarify the display
Free-form diagrams are often called “can-of-worms” diagrams or
“COW” diagrams for short. The lines between symbols seem to
meander like the trails of cattle (196). They are difficult to
understand, to maintain, and to revise (109). But these difficulties are
not necessary. Without changing the meaning of the diagram, we can
often simplify and clarify its display.

“For English speakers, as for speakers of
many other languages, sequences of ideas
are expected to run from left to right and
from top to bottom over the page. Thus
simply arranging elements in this
configuration, even without using lines or
arrows, is an effective device for illustrating
sequential processes.” (340, p. 302)
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Emphasize the primary pattern
Different patterns emphasized

Chain

Star

Cycle

Grid

Emphasize the primary pattern of relationships in a
diagram (340).
Group or consolidate similar lines or closely related objects (201).
If a diagram involves more than about 30 components, try
grouping some of the components and showing them on a
supplementary diagram (223).
Simplify all lines and other paths the eye must follow (345).
Make the paths between resting points smooth, short, and simple.
In decision trees and flowcharts, consistently position yes and no
answers.
Make the natural flow through a diagram from top to bottom and
left to right. Minimize the backward flows and clearly label
them (340).

Tree

Web

If objects are highly interrelated, arrange them in a circle so all
interrelationships can be shown by straight lines (24).
Follow conventions, if any

“Sometimes the advocates or owners of a
particular diagramming technique defend it
more like pagan priests defending a religion
than like computer scientists seeking to
advance their methods.” (196, p. 4)

Most technical disciplines, such as computer science and
architecture, have formal diagraming techniques. These techniques
are standardized and well codified. If such a system exists, you
should follow it scrupulously. Failing to do so can result in
miscommunication or even worse. Architectural house plans, for
instance, are part of a legal contract. When using a standardized
diagrammatic form—such as logic circuits, Warnier-Orr diagrams, or
electronic schematic diagrams—draw the diagram in the simplest,
most unadorned style possible. Any attempt at decoration will make
the standardized symbols harder to recognize.

Box-border diagram
Like symbol-link diagrams, box-border diagrams arrange symbols to
show relationships and to represent concepts. With box-border
diagrams, concepts are represented by blocks or areas. Relationships
are represented, not by lines, but by borders between adjacent
objects.
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Stacked-block diagrams represent conceptual relationships through
the familiar metaphor of stacked blocks. They use vertical position or
gravity to represent support and dependency and use common
borders to represent connections. They are visually attractive, and the
analogy to familiar, three-dimensional objects ensures they are easily
understood (340). Each layer provides an additional type of service
by drawing on services provided by lower levels.
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Example of box-border diagrams
7. Application layer
6. Presentation
layer
5. Session layer
4. Transport layer
3. Network layer
2. Data link layer
1. Physical layer

Three-dimensional blocks also offer another dimension of
relationships as blocks can be drawn beside as well as on top of one
another. Because three-dimensional blocks look more like concrete
objects, they further enhance the solid-blocks metaphor. Our
experience with solid objects and with gravity provides a strong,
familiar metaphor to make the supporting role of lower blocks
obvious and understandable.

Inclusion diagram
Inclusion diagrams use borders and areas to show relationships of
inclusion, overlap, and exclusion. A box reduces the semantic
distances between the objects it contains and increases the distance
between objects inside and outside the box. Use boxing to emphasize
similarities of the objects within the box (341).
Chinese-box diagram
Chinese-box diagrams use boxes within boxes to show a hierarchy of
inclusions. In such diagrams, place subordinate concepts within the
boundaries of encompassing concepts (340).

Example of a Chinese-box diagram
A

B
C

D

E

Onion diagram
To emphasize the inclusive nature of layers and to reinforce a shell
or onion metaphor, draw a hierarchy as a shell or onion diagram.
Such a diagram emphasizes the equality of parts and the fact that the
core can be reached only through the outer layers.

Example of an onion diagram
Applications
Graphical User
Interface

Hardware

Operating
System
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Venn diagram
Example of Venn diagram

Quality
Z DOC

R DOC

X DOC

Speed

Venn diagrams use bordered areas to represent conceptual
categories. Such diagrams can show which concepts include or
exclude other concepts. They can also show concepts that overlap—
something that the other diagramming forms cannot.

WHICH FORM SHOULD I USE?
The general-purpose techniques described in this chapter are both
flexible and familiar. Because they are flexible, you can use them for
various subject matters: hardware and software, concrete and
abstract. Several of them, especially symbol-link diagrams, can
describe various structures and their variants and hybrids. They are
familiar to readers of technical publications. Their many incarnations
are well established and readily understood by readers of scientific
and technical documents.
The following table lists the main graphical forms and the structures
they can represent.
For this pattern of relationships …
Chain

Graphic
Text list
Indented list

Grid

Tree

Web

Table
Symbol-link diagram
Stacked-block diagram
Inclusion diagram
= Primary use

= Secondary use

SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS
Now let’s look at some established formats for showing how specific
kinds of systems are organized.

Organization charts
Organization charts are symbol-link diagrams that display the
interrelationships within a hierarchical organization. Organization
charts thus show the makeup (or breakdown, depending on
viewpoint) of a system. That system may be the divisions,
departments, and work groups of a corporation; the assemblies,
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subassemblies, and components of equipment; or the modules,
routines, and subroutines of a computer program.
Organization charts can be drawn vertically as a pyramid, vertically
as a tree, horizontally, or circularly. On a multilevel organization
chart, the biggest problem is usually running out of space for boxes.
Solutions include starting in the center and branching outward or
turning the chart on the page (180). The drop-down tree diagram
emphasizes sequence at the expense of hierarchical level.
Organization charts should be balanced, like a well-developed tree:
not too many branches on one side or another. An unbalanced
organization chart will draw attention to the imbalance in the
organization (180).
In an organization chart, use solid lines to show official command
and control relationships. Use dashed lines to show coordination,
communication, and temporary relationships. To show relative
importance, use larger boxes, bolder borders, and higher (or
leftward) positions for more important items.

Example of an organization chart
North America
Sales

Europe
Far East
Administration
Electronics

Zip Zap Corp.
Research

Assembly
Manufacturing

Example of a drop-down tree diagram

Internal views are not a new invention of twentieth-century
technology. Australian aborigines include internal organs in
drawings of kangaroos. Children often draw the baby inside the
mother’s abdomen (11). Cutaways, skeletal views, and phantom
views provide a familiar frame of reference for the viewer and give
us X-ray vision (8; 125).
Cross-section

A broken section removes a surface from an external view to reveal a
cross-section of an important component (223).

Components
Quality

Showing physical organization requires looking inside to see how
things are put together. Such interior views help us understand,
appreciate, and repair equipment.

Cross-sections work better for more technical viewers. Engineers
prefer cross-sections for showing how something is designed or
constructed. Repairmen prefer simple exploded parts diagrams to
show how it is assembled.

Mechanical
Technology

Interior views

A cross-section shows an imaginary slice through an object. It
reveals the location of ordinarily hidden components.

South America

Cross-section
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Sometimes the most revealing cross-section is not one that cuts along
a straight slice but one that zigzags or even circles through the
features of most interest.
Cut line for cross-section

To help viewers understand cross-sections, include a separate
graphic showing the cutting plane line. In this view, show the object
90 degrees from the cross-section view. Use a heavy dotted line to
show the cutting plane line. For symmetrical objects, you can draw a
half-section showing the surface of one-half of the object and the
interior of the matching half.
Cutaway view

Cutaway view

Cutaway views show a small part of the interior of an object through
a break in its exterior surface (223). They show both the construction
of the object and its exterior. For untrained viewers, the cutaway
provides better orientation than a cross-section.
Phantom view

Phantom view

To clearly show hidden parts, draw them in full and superimpose an
outline of the edges of surrounding objects. Such a drawing is called
a phantom view (223).
Exploded view

Exploded view

Exploded views show a complex device separated into its
components to reveal how the parts fit together and to make clear
internal relationships that are invisible on the assembled unit (138).
Exploded views are excellent for showing technicians and laymen
how to take something apart and how to put it back together again.

If assembly is not along a single straight line, use a dotted center line
to show the direction along which parts are collapsed. Use branching
lines to show alternative assemblies (223).

Menu maps
Menu maps combine techniques of flowcharts and state transition
diagrams to give users a road map of the screens or menus they go
through to perform a task. Such menu maps help users navigate a
complex interactive system. Showing a command’s position in
menus answers two important questions: Where does this fit in the
scheme? And, how do I select it?
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Put such a road map at the beginning
as an overview or at the end as a
summary. Or put it on a foldout page
so users can refer to it throughout.

Make the main menu larger, higher, and to the left of subordinate
menus. Show which keys or commands are used to go from screen
to screen (256).

Syntax diagram
Reed-Kellogg diagram
This

example

is

of
an

diagram

ce
en
nt
se
a

A syntax diagram shows the parameters and values that can be
specified for a statement or command in a programming language.
Probably the earliest form of syntax diagram is the infamous ReedKellogg diagram used to show grammatical relationships among the
words of a sentence (223). Syntax statements for computer
programming and macro languages benefit from a similar
approach (136).
Why use syntax diagrams?
Syntax diagrams, sometimes called railroad diagrams, can guide the
way users conceive of and learn a language (136). Users with
diagrams scored 90 percent correct compared with just 55 percent for
Backus-Naur Form (BNF) (39). According to a survey of the
programmers using Tandem’s TACL Programmer’s Guide, 77
percent found railroad diagrams easy to understand and 70 percent
found them easy to use. Over half recommended replacing BNF
diagrams with railroad diagrams (39). Diagrams, however, do take
up 50 percent more space than textual statements.
How to design syntax diagrams

Definition in Backus-Naur Form
(BNF):
<simple type> ::= <type identifier> |
<scalar type> | <subrange type>
<type identifier> ::= <identifier>
<scalar type> ::= ( <identifier> {,
<identifier> } )
<subrange type> ::= <constant>..
<constant>

Definition as syntax diagram:
identifier

(

In syntax diagrams, show construction directly (9; 39):
Eliminate pseudocharacters, such as braces and brackets, which
are not actually entered but are used to show relationships among
parameters and to define the syntax.
Use branching lines to show alternatives.
Use sequences to show dependencies.
Use looping lines and numbers to show repetitions.
Use heavier lines to indicate the path through defaults. Separate
required from optional parameters.
Vertically align alternatives.
Use subdiagrams to show components repeated through the main
structure or to expand components in greater detail than can be
shown on the main diagram.

(

identifier

constant

,
..

constant

Simple type

